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After being sold at the 1957
McClellan AFB P-51 auction, USAAF

44-72035 became N5411V when it
was purchased by Whiteman

Enterprises for $1100 and flown to its
new home at Whiteman Air Park in the

San Fernando Valley, where it would
stay until 1981. During this time, the

aircraft went through several different paint
schemes, arguably one of the more attractive

being this overall yellow with blue trim scheme.
Also of note is the unusually large bubble

canopy. Photographed on an impossibly clear
December 1973 day, N5411V would be sold in

Bogota, Colombia, and ferried to its new
owner by Lyle Shelton. It

became HK-2812X until 1988
when it was sold in France as F-AZMU. In 2003,

it was purchased by Peter Teichman in Britain
and is flying today as G-SIJJ.

Just about as “plain vanilla” as one can get when it comes to
Mustangs. P-51D 44-72936/N7711C was photographed during the
early 1960s at Orange County Airport in southern California shortly
after it had been sold at a surplus sale at McClellan AFB. Devoid of
any markings except the N# (which seems to match the woman’s
dress!), the Mustang was parked on the Avia-Union ramp. The
business catered to surplus aircraft and inside the hangar was a stack
of Merlin and Allison engines plus a P-39Q Airacobra and another
Mustang airframe. At the time, the Airacobra was for sale but there
were no takers.

Last operated by the Royal Canadian Air Force as RCAF 9265, P-51D
44-74829 was sold surplus as N8675E. On 18 August 1960, it was
acquired by Dr. Burns Byrum and the registration was changed to
N169MD. While flying at night on 6 April 1967, the engine failed and
the pilot made a gear up landing at Des Moines, Iowa. Both pilot and
passenger received injuries. The aircraft was photographed after it

had been moved to Chino
Airport. Completely
rebuildable by today’s
standards, the plane’s
history gets a bit cloudy
after this point. It appears
that components of the
aircraft may have been
used in a couple of

different rebuilds.

During the 1970s, the ramp at Aero Sport could always be counted on for a number of Mustangs that
had come in for maintenance. In its two-tone brown scheme, USAAF 44-73129/N5480V was waiting its
turn. Named Barrena’s Bronco, the plane was owned at the time by Frank Barrena of San Luis Obispo,
California. Today, the Mustang flies as N151SE Merlin’s Magic.
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